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Introductions

Your flipgrid will contain this information:
1.  Your name
2. Three  words that describe you
3. Respond to this quote:

"Nothing in this world is worth having or 
worth doing, unless it means effort, pain, 

difficulty."
-Mary Jackson, NASA Engineer

e013e3a7

https://flip.com/b50f5a62
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Physical Science
Fall 2023-2024

Dara Ross
What is Phys Sci?

Energy

Chemistry Physics

Matter and 
Interactions

Waves and 
Wave 
Properties Force and 

Motion
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Questioning Exercise

Rules:
1) Ask as many questions as you 
can 
2) Do not stop to discuss, judge, or 
answer any questions 
3) Write down every question 
exactly as stated 
4) Change any statement into a 
question
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You will work in groups using the 
rules as discussed. 

Pick a scribe.

Provide a list of questions. 

QFocus: 
Technology changes over 
the years.
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Students will work 
in small groups 
following the rules 
and will generate a 
list of as many 
questions as they 
can.

Tips:
● One person must be a scribe
● All contributions must be 

documented by the scribe.
● I am here to keep you on track.  

I will not give examples or 
answer questions.

Step 1: Generate Questions (5 min)
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QFocus: 
Technology changes over 
the years.

Rules:
1) Ask as many questions as you can 
2) Do not stop to discuss, judge, or 
answer any questions 
3) Write down every question exactly as 
stated 
4) Change any statement into a question
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Step 2: Improve Questions
(5 mins) 

● Work in your group to 
discuss if each question 
is open or closed ended. 
Mark each question with 
an “O” or “C.”

● Choose at least one 
question and change it 
from one type to the 
other.  Write the new 
question down as well.

● Change from Open to 
Closed or from Closed to 
Open.
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Step 3: Prioritize Questions

● Review your questions and come to a consensus
● Explain reasoning for your selections within your 

group
● Share prioritized questions and reasoning with 

the larger group.

● Criteria for selection?
○ Choose three questions are the most 

important.
○ Choose three questions that interest you the 

most.
○ Choose three questions that will help shape 

your thesis statement.

● Take 3 minutes to prioritize questions
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Reflect on:

Record your reflection on Padlet

Last Step: Reflection

1. What did you learn 
today?

2. Why is learning to ask 
questions important 
for learning?

Special Thanks to Amy Medina for her 
intensive and helpful PD on this exercise 
last year.

Email: amedina@rhmail.org

https://padlet.com/dross71/lhxxb3a7hf5rjnsw
mailto:amedina@rhmail.org
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Reflection

Science Rockhill 

https://www.sciencerockhill.com/hs-science-resources.html
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How did we get to this plan?
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Physical Science is an Opportunity

Are we making assumptions?

When did we last ask 
what draws students 
to science?

Identity vs. Action

We can DO 
science in this 

course.

Preparation for more advanced 
courses
Biology EOC
Chemistry
Physics
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Strategies for Physical Science

1. Pacing
2. Interactive Notebooks
3. Big Picture Labs
4. Efficient to Grade
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Pacing 
Guide!
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Vertical Alignment and 
State Standards

Energy

Chemistry Physics

Matter and 
Interactions

Waves and 
Wave 
Properties Force and 

Motion

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AF0a95w6cxzRgUXRNgcBg5lexmXbZePK?usp=drive_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AF0a95w6cxzRgUXRNgcBg5lexmXbZePK?usp=drive_link
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Pacing 
Guide!

https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vTGAh7aouZfWesFzUEZ-WnmvNV6eBND3ZFLLPfONNOo9c0ZsQ7mYxpjfVih7zrfoaMLAkqtyTvbspJ3/pub
https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vTGAh7aouZfWesFzUEZ-WnmvNV6eBND3ZFLLPfONNOo9c0ZsQ7mYxpjfVih7zrfoaMLAkqtyTvbspJ3/pub
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Physical Science
Notebook
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2023-2024- Scholar 
Goals

List 2 Goals you would like to accomplish this School 
year.Remember S.M.A.R.T

 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are some measure you will take this school year to  
ensure these goals will be accomplished?  List two 
measures!
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Table of Contents
 

Topic Unit Page #
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Unit 1- Process of Science

 

DATE:                                                                                  Topic

                                                       Notes:

Science-   

Five Rules to Lab Safety
1.
2
3
4
5

1
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Unit 1

 

DATE:                                                                                  Topic

                                                       Notes:

1

Beaker- 

Graduated cylinder-

Erlenmeyer Flask-

Test Tube-
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Unit 2- Atomic Structure

 

DATE:                                                                                  Topic

                                                       Notes:

1

Subatomic Particles

1. Protons tells the identity of the atom.

2. # of proteins = # of electrons

3. The mass of the atom is in the nucleus.
4. The electrons move around the nucleus.
5. The energy of the electron is based upon the energy level 

and distance from the nucleus.
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Common Labs

 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1B4NdyDL_u2MiMa6N11PHreVXBxnaqw3b?usp=drive_link
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Lab Feedback
Fall Semester Goal:

Submit a 1 minute flipgrid for each common lab.

Why?
Creates a share point for our PLC members to 

complete micro-observations of other teachers in an 
efficient way.

Documents the value that we are bringing to our 
students in the PLC.
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Literacy in Physical Science
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Science and 
Engineering Practices

Pre-assessment needed for each PLC.
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Questions/Concerns?
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District Assessment

Instructions: 
1. Click the link below
2. Scroll down to Professional Learning needs
3. Click on the assessment . Please complete by the 

ending of the day!

https://sites.google.com/rhschools.org/rhsprofession
allearning/2023-professional-learning-conference

Complete the  Professional 
Learning Needs Assessment

https://sites.google.com/rhschools.org/rhsprofessionallearning/2023-professional-learning-conference
https://sites.google.com/rhschools.org/rhsprofessionallearning/2023-professional-learning-conference
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Attendance
Scan the code
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